NEVADA ADULT SOCCER ASSOCIATION
Greetings from the Nevada Adult Soccer Association.

During the past 16 months the NASA Board has accomplished a number of tasks necessary for
getting back on track in serving the players of Nevada.

















The association is meeting regularly with about seven board members. Meetings are being
held at Graham’s store; however, we are looking for a more centralized location. Doing so
will help in getting more volunteers. It was decided to change our association name to
reflect our services as an “adult” soccer organization.
The association has held two official AGM’s.

We have filed all applications with the State of Nevada, the City of Las Vegas and Clark
County for business licenses.

We are in the process of reinstating for tax-exempt status with the IRS. However this has
been delayed, as we have not been able to locate the paperwork from the first filing with the
IRS years ago. It is much easier to be reinstated than to start from scratch.

As treasurer, many hours were dedicated going back two years to bring our finances up-todate. Our finances have now been transferred to a new bank account and everything is in
order. We are using Quickbooks for our accounting.
As treasurer, a budget was presented to the board for approval.

Considerable time ensued in rewriting the bylaws, as the old ones were very outdated. The
Federation, the USASA Bylaws Committee and NASA approved the new bylaws.

NASA has developed a website for the state association. http://www.nevada-soccer.com
With the assistance of CSA North we have created a new “NASA Applications to Host a
Tournament” and “Player Registration Form”.

We are in the process of firming up our registration process, collection of fees and becoming
more accountable.
Finding volunteers and getting fields for new teams and leagues is very difficult. The fields
that were available have now been given to other organizations, as the state association was
not using them. We basically need to start over.

We are looking forward to our partnership with the USASA National Office staff, as we do
need assistance in moving forward.

A personal thank you to everyone for your support as our association moves in a new direction.
Your suggestions and assistance are truly appreciated.
Darl Rose
Executive Vice President of Finance

